Use this sheet as a homework activity for your students. Some of the target sounds are done for you, the others you’ll have to make up as you go. For older students, have them fill in their own words.

You could also use this for a language activity by writing opposite words or multiple meaning words in the web.

Print the spider page on a sheet of sticker paper (available at Wal-Mart or Office Depot, it is with the label paper, but is a whole sheet). Give your students a few spiders each to put in their webs.
MY SPEECH WEB

reach  ride  read  rag  ribbon  right  wrap  race
raise  rip  red  rude  roast  ripe

Name: _____________________________           Due: _______________________________
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sink  sit  sing  set  salad  sold  soup  said
save  sun  sat  side  seed  saw  saw
surfing

Name: ___________________________           Due: ___________________________
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